Mary Higgins
123, Made Up Street, Birmingham, B1 1AA
T: 0044 121 638 0026, E: info@dayjob.com

Anthony Brown
Hiring Manager
Dayjob Ltd
120 Vyse Street
16th February 2012
Birmingham
B18 6NF
Dear Mr Gordon
20th March 2012
I am writing to express my interest in the Solicitors position listed on www.dayjob.com.
Dear Mr Brown
Since 2008, I have served as a solicitor for Acton Solicitors, where I have been repeatedly recognized
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consistent track record in achieving a broad range of goals throughout my career, I am convinced that I
have the required skills and experience that would greatly benefit your company. I possess a variety of
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As a ambitious and capable individual I firmly believe that my expertise in almost every corner of the
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 Being able to quickly identify all sales opportunities.
I would appreciate the opportunity to join an esteemed and reputable legal firm such as yours. Once
I have enclosed with this letter my CV for your review and consideration. From it you will be able to see
you have had an opportunity to review my attached resume, please contact me if you have any
that I have played a crucial role in professionally representing my current employer, and in building
questions or to arrange an interview. I look forward to speaking with you in the near future.
relationships with the company’s customers. However what my CV cannot illustrate is my self motivation,
enthusiasm and ability to be a positive team player who is strictly adheres to all Standard Operating
Yours sincerely
Procedures and company guidelines.
Right now I am interested in expanding my professional horizons and in seeking new challenges in the
Mark Morrison
world of Customer Service. I would greatly welcome the chance of an interview, where we will have an
LLB (Hons)
opportunity to discuss not only your company’s top priorities but also the performance you can expect
from me.
Yours sincerely
Mary Higgins
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